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Small size, large value. Saving water, using 
less space and improving workflow are core 
values reflected in the user focused design of 
the WD 200 Washer / Disinfector.
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Resource Responsible
Incorporating the same, unique Smart Fill technology and high volume flow / low 
pressure wash approach as our larger WD 250 and WD 290 washers, water use is 
reduced to only 25 gallons per cycle, saving thousands of precious gallons a year.

Space Saving
While occupying less than a 27” wide by 28” deep space, the WD 200 will process 
anything your OR needs. It saves even more space with the ability to store detergent 
containers in the bottom of the unit. The hinged, glass doors eliminate the need for 
a transport cart, further reducing the overall footprint.

Efficient
Running a complete wash cycle, including an effective 8 minutes of dry, in about 
32 minutes, the WD 200 makes quick work of instrument washing, disinfection 
and drying. The bright status indicator, easily visible from across the room, lets 
personnel know that the cycle is complete and ready to be unloaded, further 
improving productivity.

Full Range of Options and Accessories
The WD 200 is available in three versions, all with drying included:
· Steam heated
· Electrically heated
· Electrically heated with an integrated DI water pre-heater, to reduce cycle time

The included drain water cool down option conforms to local plumbing codes 
and an integrated printer provides a method to meet AAMI recommendations 
for documentation.

The line of available accessories includes multi level racks for baskets as well as 
specialty racks for containers and even MIS devices. Everything needed to ensure 
the washing step in the Central Sterile Services Department (CSSD) runs smoothly.

User Friendly and Ergonomic
The WD 200 is designed to make life easier in the CSSD. A clear, simple interface to
all functions, scratch resistant glass doors on both sides, and internal illumination, for 
full visibility into the chamber.

The rack rolls out on smooth, low force rollers for an accessible, easy to use load and 
unload process.

A detergent storage location, behind a swing out door in the bottom of the washer, 
eliminates the need for closet space and makes changing the container fast and 
simple.

With all the utility connections on the top, and all servicing done from the front, the 
WD 200 is simple to install and easy to maintain.

Low voltage interior illumination

Chemical Storage Easy Load Rack System

Container Rack

Status of the machine can be quickly assessed through 
the bright indicator, easily seen from across the room


